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Natural Resources Law
Offering broad national coverage on an array of topics, Natural Resources Law,
Fourth Edition conveys the drama behind resource disputes and policy and the loveof-place. Most cases are introduced with a photo or map of the place, along with a
context-setting paragraph. Each group of cases—both foundational cases as well
as new decisions—begins with a factually rich discussion problem tailored to the
cases that follow. Many problems mirror traditional essay exam questions; others
raise contemporary policy issues. This highly teachable book groups readings into
discrete, assignment-sized chunks of 25-40 pages, allowing coverage of 2-4 cases
or one problem during each class section. The main emphasis is on primary
sources, and each chapter opens with relevant statutory and regulatory sections.

The Evolution of Natural Resources Law and Policy
"When either animalists or environmentalists get together and talk about "issues"
that are important to them, there is almost no overlap in the topics. There is
always the common point, that some humans or corporations are causing the
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harms they are concerned about, but that is not particularly helpful to solving
problems. So the groups go about their good work without reaching out to others,
as they seldom share priorities in a world of limited resources."--From the foreword
by David S. Favre, Professor of Law & The Nancy Heathcote Professor of Property
and Animal Law, Michigan State University College of Law This edited volume by
Professor Randall S. Abate of Florida A&M University College of Law presents a
collection of 17 chapters in an attempt to fill the gap--as illustrated
above--between the complex legal issues that matter most to environmental law
and animal law movements. Environmental law has a longer history and is more
established than its animal law counterpart with intricate layers of international,
federal, state, and local laws. Animal law currently faces many of the legal and
strategic challenges that environmental law faced in seeking to establish a more
secure foothold in U.S. and international law and, as such, stands to gain valuable
insights from the lessons of the environmental law movement's experience in
confronting those challenges. These chapters compare the very different
trajectories of the regulatory history of both movements, examining the legal
intersections that may exist across them. Prof. Abate draws on the talents of 22
experts in their fields from academia, non-profits, and the legal profession to
examine the ways in which animal rights and welfare law can benefit from
environmental law. The chapters address various contexts and perspectives from
U.S. law, foreign domestic law, and international law on substantive issues
including climate change, international trade and the environment, concentrated
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animal feeding operations, invasive species, lead pollution, and fisheries
management, and procedural issues including standing and damages. The book
concludes with two chapters that offer a vision for the future regarding how animal
law can learn from environmental law and how the two movements can better
coordinate their common objectives. Reviews: "This is a path-breaking collection of
thoughtful essays on the relationship between traditional environmental law and
the emerging law of animal rights and welfare. Indeed these closely reasoned
accounts show how intertwined are the strands of law that comprise these
seemingly disparate fields. In a human dominated world the book is a useful
reminder that hubris can lead to catastrophe for all forms of life on earth."--Patrick
Parenteau, Professor of Law, Senior Counsel Environmental and Natural Resources
Law Clinic, Vermont Law School "Professor Abate's book is an extremely valuable
contribution. It's an excellent compendium of environmental laws and treaties
pertinent to animal welfare, as well as lessons that the more developed field of
environmental law may present for the emerging field of animal law."--Dr. Wil
Burns Co-Executive Director, Forum for Climate Engineering Assessment and Chair,
Environmental Law Section of the International Law Association "This book
contains a valuable, well-written, and incisive collection of essays by outstanding
experts in the fields of environmental and animal law. It deserves a place on the
bookshelves of all animal rights and environmental law attorneys and anyone else
who believes that our natural surroundings, and the living creatures which inhabit
it, deserve to be valued and protected."--Joel Mintz, Professor of Law, Nova
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Southeastern University Shepard Broad Law Center "Always up for a challenge,
Professor Abate has gathered together an impressive group of Animal Law experts
and asked them to climb a very steep mountai

Natural Resources Law and Policy
Natural resources law is a dynamic field of practice, with a rich history that reaches
back several centuries. The authors look at current challenges and offer ideas
about the future while demonstrating that the federal government's role continues
to be a complex one as markets and private actors become more visible
participants in the current policy arena. Part I provides foundational analyses of the
law, while the second part reviews thematic issues in the area.

Exploitation of Natural Resources in the 21st Century
The Law of Environmental Justice
'This book is a very welcome addition to publications on globalisation and natural
resources management. It adopts a very broad approach to this important subject
– it includes the general issues, such as trade and investment. It deals with very
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complex questions of permanent sovereignty over natural resources; the right to
development; the role of indigenous peoples in resource management. This
publication also provides the reader with general underlying principles and
approaches to natural resources management, such as sustainable use; the
precautionary principle; the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities
and the ecosystem approach, regulatory approach etc. The book is very analytical
and gives a lot of food for thought for readers.' – Malgosia Fitzmaurice, Queen
Mary, University of London, UK 'The book is the first of its kind to deal in depth with
complex, cross-cutting issues relating to globalization and natural resources. The
authors demonstrate not only a broad range of knowledge but also provides deep
insights into what will be needed to make the transition from economic
globalization to sustainable globalization, including improved resource efficiency
and sustainable development, and inclusive and participatory governance. In
particular, the authors consider specific approaches in such sectors as water
resources, renewable energy, and biological resources. The book has carefully
documented and analyzed numerous international, regional, and national legal
frameworks as well as relevant theories and principles. It is a must for every law
library as well as for policy makers, administrators, academics, non-governmental
bodies, and civil societies. We owe a great debt to the authors for their
painstaking, comprehensive research.' – Koh Kheng-Lian, National University of
Singapore 'Globalization as a means of aptly capturing political, social, cultural,
and above all else economic phenomena has been well-documented and the
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subject of a multitude of comment. What has perhaps been less well studied is its
relationship with natural resource management. Thus this work by Merino-Blanco
and Razzaque is to be commended. Moreover, by focusing on globalization, an
important truth is revealed. It is neither about the diminution of the role of the
State nor the ascendancy of the multinational corporation, but rather a more
nuanced and complex interaction, which we are only beginning to appreciate. This
book is an important contribution to that debate.' – Duncan French, University of
Sheffield, UK 'While sustainable development requires State regulation of the
exploitation of natural resources, globalisation, as originally conceived, pushed for
"free and unfettered" markets creating a fundamental tension between the two
approaches. This book attempts to find a way towards their reconciliation with
inspiring results. The book explores many themes, especially how globalisation
may contribute to the solution of the problems it has caused by helping to
empower non-state actors around the world so that the international decisionmaking processes become more inclusive, transparent and oriented towards
sustainable development.' – Ximena Fuentes, Universidad Alonso Ibanez, Chile and
ILA Co-Rapporteur on the Commission on Sustainable Development This book
examines the complex relationships between trade, human rights and the
environment within natural resources law. It discusses key theories and challenges
whilst exploring the concepts and approaches available to manage crucial natural
resources in both developed and developing countries. Primarily aimed at
undergraduates and postgraduates, it includes exercises, questions and discussion
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topics for courses on globalisation and /or natural resources law as well as an
ample bibliography for those interested in further research. The book will therefore
serve as an invaluable reference tool for academics, researchers and activists
alike.

The Natural Resource Damage Assessment Deskbook
"As Secretary of the Interior, implementing the Endangered Species Act was one of
my most important, and challenging, responsibilities. All who deal with this
complex and critical law need a clear and comprehensive guide to its provisions,
interpretation, and implementation. With chapters written by some of the foremost
practitioners in the field, the new edition of Endangered Species Act: Law, Policy,
and Perspectives is an essential reference for conservationists and the regulated
community and the attorneys who represent them."---Bruce Babbbitt, former
Secretary of the Interior "In January 1973, when i introduced in Congress the bill
that would become the Endangered Species Act, I described it as one of the most
important pieces of legislation needed if we were to conserve, protect, and
propagate our thereatened fish and our wildlife resources, which were diminishing
too rapidly. I am proud to have introduced the original bill and even prouder that,
in the ensuing years, the Endangered Species Act has saved hundreds of species
from extinction. We have learned much along the way about the conservation of
endangered species, the needs of the regulated community, and how the
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Endangered Species Act can successfully reconcile the two. It is important that we
have a comprehensive understanding of the problems and potential of this
landmark law."---John D. Dingell, U.S. House of Representatives, Michigan "Possibly
the single most effective legislative effort of modern times to ensure that our
children and grandchildren can enjoy the blessings of nature that were passed on
to our generation was the enactment of the landmark Endangered Species Act
(ESA) in 1973. The ESA has allowed the United States to make great advances in
protecting the web of life that enables the intricate coexistence of man, plant, and
animal. In my role as Chairman of the House Committee on Natural Resources, I
recognize the role of the Endangered Species Act in helping us to fulfill our
stewardship responsibilities while balancing local concerns and economic needs.
Understanding how the ESA works is essential to its continued success."---Nick J.
Rahall, II, U.S. House of Representatives, West Virginia "After a lifetime of studying,
writing about, and being amazed by the diversity of life, I remain convinced that
failing to do everything we can to protect it is the folly future generations are least
likely to forgive us. The Endangered Species Act is one of the most far-sighted and
important laws ever adopted. A thorough understanding of how the law works, the
major policy issues surrounding it, and how to resolve those issues will ensure the
law's continued success in protecting biodiversity. Endangered Species Act: Law,
Policy, and Perspectives provides readers with the needed insight to this critically
important law."---Edward O. Wilson, University Research Professor Emeritus at
Harvard University and Honorary Curator in Entomology at the Museum of
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Comparative Zoology

Emerging Issues in Economics and Development
Written by leading scholars and experts with extensive practice and teaching
experience in the field, Comparative and Global Environmental Law and Policy
offers a student-friendly approach to the study of a rapidly evolving and important
area of law. Its multi-jurisdictional selection of judicial opinions and legal materials
introduces students to the worldwide reach of environmental law. Through its
substance, the book familiarizes students not only with governing and emerging
legal principles but also demonstrates how legal norms are applied to specific
issues and contexts, illustrating how law-on-the-books becomes law-in-action.
Student understanding is reinforced by problem exercises and discussion
questions. Professors and students will benefit from: A multi-jurisdictional selection
of environmental law cases and regulatory materials from across the world, with
many cases from the developing world and emerging economies. Separate
chapters on rapidly evolving and critical topics such as rights of nature,
sustainability, corporations and private environmental governance, human rights
and the environment, and climate change. Presentation of basic background
principles of environmental law, institutions, and governance and their operation in
international, national and subnational systems, including indigenous governance
systems. Emphasis across the book on issues of institutions and governance as
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well as enforcement and effectiveness. Judicial opinions providing an authoritative
articulation of how legal principles are applied in various systems. Numerous
problem exercises and discussion questions to introduce topics and reinforce
concepts and materials. Integrated perspective on the relationship of international
and transnational environmental law, national environmental law, environmental
norms and principles in other settings such as in private environmental
governance, and governance institutions.

Globalisation and Natural Resources Law
Environmental Law in Context
"This casebook explores issues relating to property rights, environmental
protection, and natural resources in Indian country. The book covers tribal cultural
and religious relationships with the land, fundamental principles of federal Indian
law, land ownership and property rights of tribes, land use and environmental
protection, natural resources development, taxation of lands and resources, water
rights, usufructuary (hunting, fishing, gathering) rights, and international
approaches to indigenous rights in land and natural resources. It is designed to be
used in a stand-alone course or as a supplemental reader for courses in
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environmental law, natural resources law, or Native American studies.The second
edition updates the casebook to include Supreme Court cases, such as the 2003
trust cases and the 2005 Sherrill case, as well as other judicial and legislative
developments since 2002. The new edition also expands the materials on cultural
and religious resources, natural resources damages, and international law;
reorganizes the materials on water law; and includes the recent decision
recognizing a right of habitat protection in treaties recognizing off-reservation
fishing."

The Making of Environmental Law
The unprecedented expansion in environmental regulation over the past thirty
years—at all levels of government—signifies a transformation of our nation's laws
that is both palpable and encouraging. Environmental laws now affect almost
everything we do, from the cars we drive and the places we live to the air we
breathe and the water we drink. But while enormous strides have been made since
the 1970s, gaps in the coverage, implementation, and enforcement of the existing
laws still leave much work to be done. In The Making of Environmental Law,
Richard J. Lazarus offers a new interpretation of the past three decades of this area
of the law, examining the legal, political, cultural, and scientific factors that have
shaped—and sometimes hindered—the creation of pollution controls and natural
resource management laws. He argues that in the future, environmental law must
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forge a more nuanced understanding of the uncertainties and trade-offs, as well as
the better-organized political opposition that currently dominates the federal
government. Lazarus is especially well equipped to tell this story, given his active
involvement in many of the most significant moments in the history of
environmental law as a litigator for the Justice Department's Environment and
Natural Resources Division, an assistant to the Solicitor General, and a member of
advisory boards of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the World Wildlife
Fund, and the Environmental Defense Fund. Ranging widely in his analysis, Lazarus
not only explains why modern environmental law emerged when it did and how it
has evolved, but also points to the ambiguities in our current situation. As the field
of environmental law "grays" with middle age, Lazarus's discussions of its history,
the lessons learned from past legal reforms, and the challenges facing future
lawmakers are both timely and invigorating.

Natural Resource Law
Natural Resource and Wildlife Administration presents a clear perspective on
natural resource administration in North America, how it developed, how it is
currently structured, and where it might be heading. Intertwined areas of natural
resources, including wildlife administration, fisheries, forestry, and other
competitive land uses, are heavily discussed. The book covers the history of
natural resource management in Europe and North America, proceeding to
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environmental law; agencies involved in wildlife and natural resource
management; and the human dimensions of public relations and economic
concerns. Natural Resource and Wildlife Administration provides solid background
on the history of natural resource conservation, critical laws protecting resources,
and the nature of agencies. The interconnectedness among natural resources
makes this a useful text for disciplines such as wildlife, fisheries, and forestry.
Covers the development of natural resource law and the conservation agencies in
North America, and also provides models for international use Examines the roles
of diverse federal, state, and non-governmental agencies, and how they cooperate
as professionals to accomplish natural resources management Leads readers to a
greater understanding of the politics and interplay of priorities in professional
conservation biology Assists the certification processes of professional societies
Includes end-of-chapter questions for further thought and discussion, as well as
offset boxes throughout the text to help explain more technical subjects

Natural Resources Grabbing: An International Law Perspective
This book provides a comprehensive survey of the law and techniques associated
with the law, science, and economics involved in natural resource damage
assessment. Written by experts in the field, this new deskbook is the most
comprehensive and up-to-date analysis of the subject available. It thoroughly
examines the framework for liability and the goals of the federal statutes providing
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a right of action for natural resource damages. Focus is maintained on the natural
resource damage provisions of CERCLA; the Oil Pollution Act; the Clean Water Act;
the Marine Protection, Sanctuaries, and Research Act; and the National Park
System Resource Protection Act.

Natural Resources and the Green Economy
International Natural Resources Law, Investment and Sustainability provides a
clear and concise insight into the relationship between the institutions that govern
foreign investment, sustainable development and the rules and regulations that
administer natural resources. In this book, several leading experts explore different
perspectives in how investment and natural resources come together to achieve
sustainable development in developing countries with examples from water, oil
and gas, renewable energy, mineral, agriculture, and carbon trading. Despite
varying perspectives, it is clear that several themes are central in considering the
linkages between natural resources, investment and sustainability. Specifically,
transparency, good governance and citizen empowerment are vital conditions
which encourage positive social, economic and environmental outcomes for
developing countries. In addition, this book provides new insights into key
concepts which underpin international law, including sovereign rights and state
responsibility principles. It is clear from this book that in the attempt to reconcile
these concepts and principles from separate legal regimes, complex policy
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questions emerge whereby it is difficult to attain mutually beneficial or succinct
outcomes. This book explores how countries prioritise their policy objectives to
achieve their notion of sustainable natural resource use, which is strongly
influenced by power imbalances that inform North–South cooperation, as well as
South–South cooperation in the international investment regime. This book will be
of great interest to students, academics and researchers of international
environmental law, international human rights law, international investment law
and international economic law. This book may also be of relevance to
environmentalists, policy-makers, NGOs, and investors working in the natural
resources field.

American Legal Systems
Economics is about understanding the rational behaviour of economic agents
(households, firms, industries and government) in their decisions to achieve best
outcomes of their goals and aspirations. They collectively converge to achieve the
utmost economic and social benefits for all in the country in terms of economic
growth and development. Economic growth and development occur through
efficient use of available resources to meet effective demand and social needs. The
challenge that countries are facing is proper application of appropriate policy mix
to optimize the opportunities of increasingly interdependent global economic
landscape. For emerging economies, a multiple sector strategy that propels
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economic transformation is crucial. This needs to be predicated on robust
macroeconomic policy framework that aligns with global production and
consumption activities to drive economic growth process for achieving sustainable
development.

Natural Resource Damages
Natural Resources Law
This treatise is a thorough assessment of the important and growing field of
natural resources law. It provides comprehensive coverage of the laws, policies,
and decision-making processes pertinent to the "core" commodity natural
resources - rangeland, timber, mineral resources, energy resources, and water. It
also covers the management and protection of non-commodity resources, such as
wildlife, wilderness, and other types of preservation and recreation lands. As an
essential addition to any environmental, natural resources, or public lands library,
the book puts natural resources law in context with a review of the National
Environmental Policy Act, a history of natural resources use and regulation, as well
as a user-friendly description of resource economics.
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Legal Pathways to Deep Decarbonization in the United States
"This is Francis Paul Prucha's magnum opus. It is a great work. . . . This study will . .
. [be] a standard by which other studies of American Indian affairs will be judged.
American Indian history needed this book, has long awaited it, and rejoices at its
publication."-American Indian Culture and Research Journal. "The author's detailed
analysis of two centuries of federal policy makes The Great Father indispensable
reading for anyone interested in understanding the complexities of American
Indian policy."-Journal of American History. "Written in an engaging fashion,
encompassing an extraordinary range of material, devoting attention to themes as
well as to chronological narration, and presenting a wealth of bibliographical
information, it is an essential text for all students and scholars of American Indian
history and anthropology."-Oregon Historical Quarterly."A monumental endeavor,
rigorously researched and carefully written. . . . It will remain for decades as an
indispensable reference tool and a compendium of knowledge pertaining to United
States-Indian relations."-Western Historical Quarterly. "Perhaps the crowning
achievement of Prucha's scholarly career."-Vine Deloria Jr., America."For many
years to come, The Great Father will be the point of departure for all those
embarking on research projects in the history of government Indian
policy."-William T. Hagan, New Mexico Historical Review. "The appearance of this
massive history of federal Indian policy is a triumph of historical research and
scholarly publication."-Lawrence C. Kelly, Montana. "This is the most important
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history ever published about the formulation of federal Indian policies in the United
States."-Herbert T. Hoover, Minnesota History. "This truly is the definitive work on
the subject."-Ronald Rayman, Library Journal.The Great Father was widely praised
when it appeared in two volumes in 1984 and was awarded the Ray Allen Billington
Prize by the Organization of American Historians. This abridged one-volume edition
follows the structure of the two-volume edition, eliminating only the footnotes and
some of the detail. It is a comprehensive history of the relations between the U.S.
government and the Indians. Covering the two centuries from the Revolutionary
War to 1980, the book traces the development of American Indian policy and the
growth of the bureaucracy created to implement that policy.Francis Paul Prucha,
S.J., a leading authority on American Indian policy and the author of more than a
dozen other books, is an emeritus professor of history at Marquette University.

Exposure
Relying on graphics, flow charts, cases, and administrative materials, it provides a
step-by-step introduction to six of the most important federal environmental
statutes. The Second Edition will use new cases to allow professors to discuss how
global climate change is affecting environmental and natural resource regulation in
a variety of contexts. Specifically, climate change will be the centerpiece of new
cases involving NEPA, the ESA, the Clean Air Act (Massachusetts v. EPA), and
citizen suit standing.
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The Great Father
Global Climate Change and U.S. Law
Taken in its expansive sense, "environmental and natural resources law"
encompasses pollution control law, energy allocation and conservation law, species
and habitat protection, common law property rights, and a host of other areas.
Often, this massive body of legal material is divided into two courses, the
Environmental Law course dealing primarily with pollution control and the Natural
Resources course covering the remainder. This casebook combines the two areas.
As a survey course, the expansion of subject matter coverage allows the student a
fuller understanding of the "playing field" and the generic issues that arise across
this wide spectrum of material. The wider coverage, moreover, should suit both
students who want a once-through general understanding of this area of the law as
well as those seeking a foundation for more intense future study. Environmental
and Natural Resources Law is divided into three parts: • First, the book presents
"foundational" material, which includes information on common law remedies,
federalism issues, and a bit of the history of the environmental movement that has
led to the current network of legal controls. • Next, the book covers natural
resources law, including the National Environmental Policy Act, the Endangered
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Species Act, and the public trust doctrine. Also included is optional coverage of
federal lands and water rights. • Finally, the book surveys pollution control and
remediation, discussing the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, and the "Superfund" law (CERCLA) in successive
chapters. Environmental and Natural Resources Law concentrates on the
mechanics of regulatory programs so that students may learn how to read and
understand complex statutes, why regulatory initiatives have come into being, and
how the various regulatory programs are structured. The Fourth edition of
Environmental and Natural Resources Law has the following updates: • Survey
coverage of both environmental law and natural resources law • Update on the
domestic law of climate change • Emphasis on structure of regulation: federalism;
statutory and common law; role of administrative agencies • Program-by-program
coverage • Historical information about the environmental movement • Emphasis
on developing students' abilities to work with complex statutes This eBook features
links to Lexis Advance for further legal research options.

Environmental and Natural Resources Law
Natural Resources in Afghanistan
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Environmental justice is the concept that minority and low-income individuals,
communities and populations should not be disproportionately exposed to
environmental hazards, and that they should share fully in making the decisions
that affect their environment. This volume examines the sources of environmental
justice law and how evolving regulations and court decisions impact projects
around the country.

The Exploitation of Natural Resources of the Moon and Other
Celestial Bodies
In the groundbreaking Food, Agriculture, and Environmental Law, leading
environmental legal scholars Mary Jane Angelo, Jason Czarnezki, and Bill Eubanks,
along with five distinguished contributing authors, undertake an exploration of the
challenging political and societal issues facing agricultural policy and modern food
systems through the lens of environmental protection laws. Through this
exploration, the authors seek to answer difficult questions about the need for new
approaches to agricultural policy and environmental law to meet 21st Century
concerns surrounding climate change, sustainable agriculture, accessibility to
healthy foods, and the conservation of natural resources and ecosystem services.
This is the first book to examine both the impact of agricultural policy on the
environment and the influence of environmental law on food and agriculture. The
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authors present a brief historical overview of agricultural policy as it has adapted
to satisfy shifting demands and new technologies, and its role in shaping not only
the current farming system and the rural economy, but also the value which we
ascribe to our natural resources relative to agricultural production. The authors
then explain in detail the components of the current farm bill; analyze the
ecological impacts of the modern farming system encouraged by our nation s
agricultural policy; and examine the interplay between agriculture, food production
and distribution, and existing environmental and related laws. They conclude with
several concrete proposals to reform agricultural policy that serve as models of
how to enhance sustainability in our farming and food system. This book supplies a
comprehensive, timely, and cohesive guide on the intersection of agriculture and
the natural environment. It achieves this goal through an interdisciplinary lens,
engaging diverse perspectives to provide both a practical and academic
examination of the environmental impacts of current farm policy, the applicability
of environmental regulatory mechanisms to agriculture and food, and reform
proposals to combat environmental harms while protecting farmers economic
interests as well as the rural communities they bolster. As a result, this work
serves as the quintessential text for bringing these issues to the classroom in a
variety of fields, including law, public policy, agricultural economics, and
environmental science.

Natural Resources Law
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Natural resources law is a dynamic field of practice, with a rich history that reaches
back several centuries. The authors look at current challenges and offer ideas
about the future while demonstrating that the federal government's role continues
to be a complex one as markets and private actors become more visible
participants in the current policy arena. Part I provides foundational analyses of the
law, while the second part reviews thematic issues in the area.

The Evolution of Natural Resources Law and Policy
“For Erin Brockovich fans, a David vs. Goliath tale with a twist” (The New York
Times Book Review)—the incredible true story of the lawyer who spent two
decades building a case against DuPont for its use of the hazardous chemical
PFOA, uncovering the worst case of environmental contamination in
history—affecting virtually every person on the planet—and the conspiracy that
kept it a secret for sixty years. The story that inspired Dark Waters, the major
motion picture from Focus Features starring Mark Ruffalo and Anne Hathaway,
directed by Todd Haynes. 1998: Rob Bilott is a young lawyer specializing in helping
big corporations stay on the right side of environmental laws and regulations. Then
he gets a phone call from a West Virginia farmer named Earl Tennant, who is
convinced the creek on his property is being poisoned by runoff from a neighboring
DuPont landfill, causing his cattle and the surrounding wildlife to die in hideous
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ways. Earl hasn’t even been able to get a water sample tested by any state or
federal regulatory agency or find a local lawyer willing to take the case. As soon as
they hear the name DuPont—the area’s largest employer—they shut him down.
Once Rob sees the thick, foamy water that bubbles into the creek, the gruesome
effects it seems to have on livestock, and the disturbing frequency of cancer and
other health problems in the area, he’s persuaded to fight against the type of
corporation his firm routinely represents. After intense legal wrangling, Rob
ultimately gains access to hundreds of thousands of pages of DuPont documents,
some of them fifty years old, that reveal the company has been holding onto
decades of studies proving the harmful effects of a chemical called PFOA, used in
making Teflon. PFOA is often called a “forever chemical,” because once in the
environment, it does not break down or degrade for millions of years,
contaminating the planet forever. The case of one farmer soon spawns a class
action suit on behalf of seventy thousand residents—and the shocking realization
that virtually every person on the planet has been exposed to PFOA and carries the
chemical in his or her blood. What emerges is a riveting legal drama “in the grand
tradition of Jonathan Harr’s A Civil Action” (Booklist, starred review) about malice
and manipulation, the failings of environmental regulation; and one lawyer’s
twenty-year struggle to expose the truth about this previously unknown—and still
unregulated—chemical that we all have inside us.

NEPA Deskbook
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Natural Resources Grabbing: An International Law Perspective aims at filling a gap
in legal literature by addressing the adverse effects that large-scale investments in
natural resources may pose to fundamental human rights and the protection of the
environment.

Natural Resource Regulation in California
What Can Animal Law Learn from Environmental Law?
This law school casebook helps instruct collegiate-level students on natural
resources law. It's also intended to show students the challenges of managing
natural resources policy. Starting with theories behind the law, the book then
examines all aspects of resource disputes, including economic, scientific, political
and ethical considerations. It explores the challenges presented by common pool
resources, scientific uncertainty, mismatched scale, market failures and
institutional adequacy. The book also considers resource law and management on
both public lands and private property, as well as in international settings.

Natural Resources Law Newsletter
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Sustainable development and the protection of the environment are concepts that
have become inescapably connected. At the World Summit on Sustainable
Development in Johannesburg in September 2002, the challenges facing the global
environment were discussed at length. Air, water and marine pollution continue to
rob millions of a decent life, loss of biodiversity continues, fish stocks are being
depleted, desertification claims more fertile land, climate changes are having
devastating effects, natural disasters are more frequent and developing countries
are even more vulnerable. (Principle 13). This volume examines these important
issues and adapts a practical approach. It outlines the programme of sustainable
development in concrete fields of economic and environmental cooperation. The
concept for this volume originated from the Conference on Exploitation and
Management of Natural Resources in the Twenty-First Century: The Challenge of
Sustainable Development. The Conference was organised by the British Institute of
International and Comparative Law and the Department of Law at Queen Mary,
University of London.

Railroad Land Grants
Taken in its expansive sense, "environmental and natural resources law"
encompasses pollution control law, energy allocation and conservation law, species
and habitat protection, common law property rights, and a host of other areas.
Often, this massive body of legal material is divided into two courses, the
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Environmental Law course dealing primarily with pollution control and the Natural
Resources course covering the remainder. This casebook combines the two areas.
As a survey course, the expansion of subject matter coverage allows the student a
fuller understanding of the "playing field" and the generic issues that arise across
this wide spectrum of material. The wider coverage, moreover, should suit both
students who want a once-through general understanding of this area of the law as
well as those seeking a foundation for more intense future study. Environmental
and Natural Resources Law is divided into three parts: • First, the book presents
"foundational" material, which includes information on common law remedies,
federalism issues, and a bit of the history of the environmental movement that has
led to the current network of legal controls. • Next, the book covers natural
resources law, including the National Environmental Policy Act, the Endangered
Species Act, and the public trust doctrine. Also included is optional coverage of
federal lands and water rights. • Finally, the book surveys pollution control and
remediation, discussing the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, and the "Superfund" law (CERCLA) in successive
chapters. Environmental and Natural Resources Law concentrates on the
mechanics of regulatory programs so that students may learn how to read and
understand complex statutes, why regulatory initiatives have come into being, and
how the various regulatory programs are structured. The Fourth edition of
Environmental and Natural Resources Law has the following updates: • Survey
coverage of both environmental law and natural resources law • Update on the
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domestic law of climate change • Emphasis on structure of regulation: federalism;
statutory and common law; role of administrative agencies • Program-by-program
coverage • Historical information about the environmental movement • Emphasis
on developing students' abilities to work with complex statutes This eBook features
links to Lexis Advance for further legal research options.

Natural Resources Code
Considering that natural resources or green capital are the drivers of globalisation,
this book focuses on the link between investment, trade and natural resource
management in the context of the growing economic inequalities between states.

Natural Resources Lawyer
A definitive treatise on natural resource policy and law in North America is a vital
resource for undergraduate curricula and wildlife professions--and Boone and
Crockett has delivered. This comprehensive text thoroughly examines the history
and foundation of policy, reviews and analyzes major federal, state, and provincial
laws and policies important to natural resources management, and most uniquely
discusses application and practice of policy to ensure sustainability of wildlife, fish
and their habitats.
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International Natural Resources Law, Investment and
Sustainability
This monograph addresses the legal history of railroad land grants, including
treatment of mineral rights.

Environmental and Natural Resources Law
The purpose of this book is to propose a legal regime to govern the exploitation of
natural resources of the moon and other celestial bodies. Considering, on the one
side, the interest shown by states and private operators to extract and use
extraterrestrial natural resources and, on the other, the absence of specific rules
dealing with such an option, the establishment of a legal framework to regulate the
exploitation of natural resources of the moon and other celestial bodies is needed
so as to ensure its peaceful, safe and orderly development.

Comparative and Global Environmental Law and Policy
This casebook covers the laws in place that facilitate traditional commodity
resource USE - resources valuable for rangeland; timber; water, minerals and
energy resources. In addition, it considers the role government plays in
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PROTECTING resources for - wildlife; recreation; conservation, and preservation. It
also includes chapters on (1) the economic aspects of resources law, (2) the history
of changing natural resources policy and the evolution of public land law, and (3)
the laws requiring environmental assessments prior to government decisions about
natural resources. It relies on cases, statutes, regulations, newspaper articles, law
review articles, and extensive visuals to address the federal, state, and private
dimensions of natural resources law. And it encompasses the many Trump administration changes in natural resources policy that have occurred since 2016.
A Teacher's Manual is available for this title.

Natural Resource Administration
Native American Natural Resources Law
North American Wildlife Policy and Law
Natural Resources in Afghanistan: Geographic and Geologic Perspectives on
Centuries of Conflict details Afghanistan's physical geography — namely climate,
soils, vegetation, water, hazards, and basic geologic background and terrain
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landforms — together with details of its rich natural resources, ethnic problems,
and relevant past histories. The book couples these details with the challenges of
environmental degradation and new environmental management and protection,
all of which are considered finally in both pessimistic and optimistic modes. The
reader comes away with a nuanced understanding of the issues that are likely to
have great affect for this pivotal region of the world for decades to come. With an
estimated $1-3 trillion dollars of ore in the ground, and multiple cross-reinforcing
cancellations of big Asian power machinations (China, India, Iran, Pakistan),
Afghanistan has an opportunity to gain more economic independence. At the same
time, however, historic forces of negativity also pull it back toward the chaos and
uncertainty that has defined the country and constrained its economic progress for
decades. Authored by the world’s foremost expert on the geology and
geomorphology of Afghanistan and its lucrative natural resources Aids in the
understanding of the physical environment, natural hazards, climate-change
situations, and natural resources in one of the most geographically diverse and
dangerous terrains in the world Provides new concepts of resource-corridor
development in a country with no indigenous expertise of its resources

Food, Agriculture, and Environmental Law
Offering broad national coverage on an array of topics, Natural Resources Law,
Fourth Edition conveys the drama behind resource disputes and policy and the lovePage 32/34
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of-place. Most cases are introduced with a photo or map of the place, along with a
context-setting paragraph. Each group of cases—both foundational cases as well
as new decisions—begins with a factually rich discussion problem tailored to the
cases that follow. Many problems mirror traditional essay exam questions; others
raise contemporary policy issues. This highly teachable book groups readings into
discrete, assignment-sized chunks of 25-40 pages, allowing coverage of 2-4 cases
or one problem during each class section. The main emphasis is on primary
sources, and each chapter opens with relevant statutory and regulatory sections.

Endangered Species Act
This comprehensive, current examination of U.S. law as it relates to global climate
change begins with a summary of the factual and scientific background of climate
change based on governmental statistics and other official sources. Subsequent
chapters address the international and national frameworks of climate change law,
including the Kyoto Protocol, state programs affected in the absence of a
mandatory federal program, issues of disclosure and corporate governance, and
the insurance industry. Also covered are the legal aspects of other efforts,
including voluntary programs, emissions trading programs, and carbon
sequestration.
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